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Minimum:OS : OSX 10.10.5 (Yosemite)Processor: Intel Core i5-3470SMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GT 640MStorage: 8 GB available space Recommended:OS: OSX 10.1 1 (El Capitan)Processor: Intel Core i5-4570Memory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GT 755MStorage: 12 GB available space Next drives and faction comparison Prev Basics Game Indices You can also fight outside of
campaign mode at any time, on any map. Scuffle and multiplayer are much different from what you learned during your campaign. First, there are often different prices and upgrades and units skills. Also, the scale of war is not as large: the initial amount of resources is low and does not harvest them from the map as quickly. You must bear with a limited number of units that you can produce - the cap is 125,
if each unit consumption 1 crew point (these are those of the unit production icon). A game can be participated by up to 6 players (depending on the map). There are two basic modes available: free-for-all (everyone against everyone) and the team. In the first there is only one condition in which you will win - defeat all opponents. In the latter way, You can specify one or more conditions: harvesting most
artifacts - using Baserunner, you must transport artifacts that appear on the map, in intervals of a few seconds, in the marked area (different for each team) ;d stroy all enemy units - Gaalsien has an advantage here because they produce their units outside the carrier as well;destroy the enemy carrier - no matter how many units and resources your opponent has, destroying their carrier means their
immediate failure. The nicknames of the best players appear in the rankings. In multiplayer, you fight against other players. You can either create a game, find an existing room where you either invite your friends, or wait for others to join. To complete a multiplayer game, you can be decorated, for which you unlock new achievements. Suggestions on multiplayerWhile fighting players, you can not predict the
tactics of the opponent. Over time, you'll define your own strategies using your favorite units. Below, there are several clues that you can use while building your own strategy: First, you have to decide whether you are better as an attacker or as a defender. If attacking is your job, try to attack the enemy with the very first LAVs that you produce and head towards the wrecks - destroying the Salvagers will you
with a considerable advantage, already at the beginning of the game. Note that your opponent is also trying to destroy your Lifeguards - you should defend them especially against air strikes. If you prefer to play a defensive game, try to maintain a full number of units for all time. Take interest in upgrading them later. This is because it is much easier to make the enemy retreat if they more than even if their
units are stronger, but not as numerous. Try not to keep the army in one place - scatter them around the area of your operation a little. At best, try to take advantage of the central part of the map. This will ensure the security of your Salvagers and you can attack early. At the same time, if you are closer to the enemy headquarters (preferably with your carrier), they can feel the pressure and nag at you in
smaller groups. Never attack the enemy carrier immediately. Try to approach the step-by-step opponent from all sides, while keeping everything under control, using long-range units with armored units in front of them. Try to keep your eyes open to what's going on on the map. Al sensors and scanners should reveal, at least, half of them map - finally, you can also deploy LAVs/Sandkimmers in key points,
thanks to which you can be instantly informed of any enemy attack. It's a good idea to start mining for two-point resources at once (you shouldn't just set your priorities for the economy, because you can lose right from the start, while under constant pressure from the enemy). At that point, mining for resources begins by the carrier and at the farthest point (alongside the Support/Production Cruiser). Thanks
for this, you have to defend one less point and the enemy will not steal your resources, which happens as well. Next Units and factions Comparison of factions Prev Basics Of the game suggestions Page 2 Download the game guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Care to visit Kharak? Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak guide contains detailed information on singleplayer game and multiplayer
modes. It provides a complete overview, as well as strategies, descriptions of units and trees of technology. This guide to Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak is a detailed collection of information on the game. It includes detailed information that will be useful when completing the single player campaign. However, also multiplayer supporters will be able to find useful clues here. For players who had no previous
experience with the game, information on the basic structures of the game interface was provided, making for a faster start Game. The most curious, on the other hand, will use the list of available units and their skills, as well as a technological tree for each of the factions. This has been enriched with information on what to invest your resources in. This was rounded with a list of artifacts, as well as with the
list of available achievements. Homeworld: Deserts it is the next installment of the classic RTS that takes you to post-apocalyptic times, where the Earth has become a great desert and human settlements fight each other, both for survival and domination. During the main campaign, you will try to retrieve a lost artifact that is able to save the world from further degradation. The game is not too diversified: the
number of vehicles is low, also there are too many buildings to be built. Instead, the game requires you to rack your brain over the command of your armies, which is often accompanied by resource shortages. The single-player campaign offers 13 missions, but the game is heavily intended multiplayer, where up to 6 players can participate. This guide to Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak includes:Single-player
walkthrough campaign;o handful of helpful tips and suggestions;o list of all available units and their abilities;technology trees for each of the factions;a list of artifacts, including a description of their operation and ways to unlock them; list of available achievements. Patrick Yxu Homa Next Preliminary Information About this guide Author: Patrick yxu Homa for gamepressure.com Translator: Slawomir rattchen
Niejadlik Last updated: 24 June 2016 The guide contains: 29 pages, 214 images, 14 annotated maps and illustrations. Use the comments below to send updates and corrections to this guide. Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak Strategy Guide News 3 Review Article Video 9 Files 3 Images 27 Expansion Series DOWNLOAD GHID Get e-book version of this Guide: AGAINST UPDATES Join the Community of
Games Facebook Youtube Twitter Guides You are not allowed to copy any image, text or information from this page. This site is not associated with and/or approved by gearbox software or Blackbird Interactive. All logos and images are copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, walkthroughs, secrets, game tips, maps
&amp; strategies for top games. A PREQUEL TO HOMEWORLD The creators of Homeworld invite you to lead the expedition that started it all. Created by Blackbird Interactive, a studio founded by veterans of Homeworld and Company of Heroes, Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak takes players to the deserts of Kharak where danger lurks over every dune ... The planet is dying, but deep in the southern sands
of Kharak, an anomaly has been discovered. Could the rescue of Kharak be in the desert? The North Kiithid Coalition sends an expedition to investigate the discovery deep inside enemy-controlled territory. Join Chief Scientific Officer Rachel S'jet while leading an expedition in a 13-mission campaign to discover their destiny in this prequel from the original creators of Homeworld and Homeworld 2. to
receive the latest updates. Updates. Updates.
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